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About Me
Before I was a scientist, I was an artist, known as “Blooke.”
Inspired by Stina Persson, Salvador Dalí, and Leonardo da Vinci,
I loved merging the abstract and the figurative through mixed
media. At just 13 years old, I was lucky enough to have one of
my drawings featured in the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art in
Kansas City, Missouri. Prior to university, however, I had a
difficult decision to make: do I pursue a career in art or in
science? Ultimately, the thought of a more reliable income
propelled me to pursue life as a scientist, with art as an
enjoyable hobby.
Life as a traveling researcher, however, made it difficult to find
time, money, and space that I could allocate to this passion of
mine. After living out of two suitcases for four years, I realized
that I could satisfy my artistic cravings while delivering more
accessible creations that could actually prove useful for the
scientific community — through graphic design.
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Art & Science
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Art plays an important and frequently undervalued role in science.
As any student of molecular biology will tell you, a good visualization
can dramatically enhance comprehension of even the most complex
phenomena. With so many people classified as visual learners, we
must take our visualizations of scientific data seriously to maximize
reader engagement, comprehension, and ultimately the impact of
our research.
As both an artist and a scientist, I work with researchers around the
world to design high-impact figures based upon the most basic tenet
of art: storytelling. From color theory to instrumentalism, I use my
knowledge to help researchers:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Emphasize their message;
Clarify their message;
Simplify their message; and
Present their message effectively

Featured Publications
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My designs have been featured in dozens of academic journals, including Science, Nature Communications, Nature Ecology & Evolution, and
the inaugural issue of One Earth. My knowledge of publication-quality figure formats, sizing, and resolutions will help you cut down on the
post-acceptance stress from figure preparation.
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Graphs
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Designing graphs, plots, and charts that are clean, sleek, engaging, and informative can be a challenge. These figures are the most common in
research, yet they are often the least attractive to an audience (especially the general public). While most researchers are skilled in generating their
own graphs in R, Excel, or Matlab, many are looking for ways to enhance those default outputs. I work with clients to determine which type of
graphs will best highlight their results and deliver the clearest message, as well as how to maximize visual appeal to captivate a broader audience.
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Maps
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My favorite projects to work on involve mapping spatial data. Luckily for me, this is one of the most common requests I get as a designer, as a
smaller proportion of researchers have been trained in geographic information system (GIS) software, like ArcGIS or QGIS, and those who struggle
with coding have difficulty using the spatial features of other software, like R or Google Earth Engine. Of course, some skilled mappers still struggle
with designing engaging and informative maps. I work with clients of all experience levels to design maps that can best communicate observable
spatial patterns and intrigue an audience.
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Diagrams
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One of the most challenging tasks for researchers (and designers) is explaining an idea, concept, process, or methodology as simply and effectively
as possible. One of my most frequent requests is to assist researchers in creating diagrams and flow charts describing a variety of things, like grant
proposals, research methods, or event timelines. I work with clients to consolidate complex and intricate concepts or processes into clear,
simplified, and attractive diagrams that can efficiently translate paragraphs of text into a single image.
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Hybrids
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Often, merging graphs and maps into a single figure will be advantageous for researchers — whether it’s to enhance the clarity of a complex
message or because of limitations in the number of figures that a journal accepts. These hybrid designs are often more impactful because they
present a more complete story, provide a diversity of content for the reader to explore, and are easier to share than multiple figures.

Infographics
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Probably the most satisfying projects for me are those involving infographics. Infographics are the ‘mixed media art’ of the graphic design world,
sometimes incorporating text, graphs, maps, tables, and diagrams all in one image that summarizes the key messages of a project. Because of
their ability to concisely summarize results or entire projects, and their design tailored to engage and inform a lay audience, infographics tend to
have the greatest impact on social media platforms (second to short animations). Thus, they provide an excellent opportunity for my clients to
communicate their research to a broad audience and gain greater exposure for them and their work.
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Advertisements
What kind of graphic designer would I be if I didn’t also cover advertisement materials? Whether you need a poster or flyer for an upcoming
conference, seminar, or other event, I can help you get the word out and attract those with even the shortest attention span.
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Reports
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Not every important output is a peer-reviewed article. Reports, white papers, policy briefs, and working papers are often important for researchers
and practitioners looking to quickly communicate outcomes or progress to funders, policy makers, and other stakeholders. If you’ve got the text, I
can help turn your drab report into a fab report to impress even the most cynical reader and give your work the beautiful packaging it deserves.

Logos, Icons & More
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Design opportunities are endless, and no project is too small to be rewarding! Whether you need a logo for your business or conference, cover art
for your new podcast, clever icons for an important presentation, an animated graphic to share on Twitter, or…whatever you may need fashion
illustrations for (please give me reasons to spend more time on fashion designs)…I can work with you to achieve your vision!

LOGOS

PRESENTATIONS

FASHION DESIGN

COVER ART
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CONTACT
This booklet contains just a sample of the designs I’ve created with
researchers around the world in the last decade. Contact me for more
information about my services (including animated graphics not viewable
in this booklet), discuss your design needs, or just to learn more about
artistic endeavours in science.
For many small projects, I do not charge a fee — I just love getting more
opportunity to be creative! For more intensive or complex projects, I offer
flexible payment options and will work with your budget. I also regularly
run an hour-long professional development seminar for scientists on data
visualization called, “Beautifying Your Research: tips and tricks for creating
high-impact figures.” Please reach out if you would like to participate in an
upcoming seminar or schedule one for you and your colleagues, lab
group, or department.

b.alexander.simmons @ gmail.com
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